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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the opportunity to speak to you today on the operating rules. I will give you a short introduction on Walgreens then explain the current use and any issue with The Eligibility and Claim transactions within pharmacy.I then plan to spend the majority of time on recommendations for the panel.



The Walgreen Company

 Operate 8,038 locations in all 50 states, 
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and Guam 
as of 6/30

 Have 7,541 drugstores nationally
 Also operate worksite health centers, home 

care facilities and specialty and mail service 
pharmacies

 More than 700 in-store convenient care 
clinics and worksite health and wellness 
centers with Take Care Health Systems 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As of June 30, Walgreens operated 8,038 locations in all 50 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and Guam. That includes 7,541 drugstores, We also operate worksite health centers, home care facilities and specialty, institutional and mail service pharmacies. The Take Care Health Systems subsidiary manages more than 700 in-store convenient care clinics and worksite health and wellness centers. 



Administrative Simplification

 The Final Rule States:
‘‘(i) ELIGIBILITY FOR A HEALTH PLAN AND 

HEALTH CLAIM STATUS.—The set of 
operating rules for eligibility for a health plan 
and health claim status transactions shall 
be adopted not later than July 1, 2011, in a 
manner ensuring that such operating rules 
are effective not later than January 1, 2013, 
and may allow for the use of a machine 
readable  identification card.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just an overview of the final rule as a reference which indicates that operating rules for eligibility for a health plan and health claim status transactions shall be adopted no later than July 1 2011. 



Eligibility …NCPDP

 Use in Telecom Standard
 Applies to Version 5.1 or D.0

• Claim is Adjudicated real-time to payer

 Stand-Alone Transaction (E1)
 Part D Eligibility Verification
 Useful when patient changes plan or doesn’t 

have ID card 
 Returns current patient Part D information
 Response returned within seconds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have two different ways to determine eligibility using the NCPDP standardsUsing the Telecom Standard , any VersionThe Claim is Adjudicated real-time to the payerEligibility of patient is checked by plan/processorThis is One of many edits performed on a claim The Claim is then paid/rejected in real-time The editing is Not part of the NCPDP standardOnly the response is part of the NCPDP standardThe E1 transaction is another story – this is an NCPDP Standard  and stand alone transactionThis is how pharmacies can determine a patient’s Medicare Part D eligibilityThis is extremely useful when the patient does not have their card or has recently changed Part D plansThe E1 transaction will return the patient’s current Part D information within seconds 



NCPDP (E1)

 Business Rules are clearly defined in 
Implementation Guide (6.1.1.1)

 NCPDP Version D.0
 All fields were reviewed

• Situations are clearly defined
• Some fields are marked as “not used”
• No optional fields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the work group worked on NCPDP Version D.0 we made sure that all of the business rules were clearly defined in the implementation guide We reviewed all the fields and clearly defined situationsWe removed optional fields and marked others as not usedThe operating rules for the NCPDP E1 transaction have no further need for improvement unless additional business needs are defined



Eligibility…270/271

 Used in conjunction with Formulary 
and Benefits transaction by prescriber
 Returns Patient Eligibility information 

(plan) 
• Then Formulary search can be performed

 Also used for Part B claims
 Checks patient eligibility on Medicare 

file

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The X-12 270/271 is used in conjunction with the Formulary and Benefits transaction by the prescriber in order to determine patient eligibility information (what plan the patient is enrolled in ) that way the formulary search can be performedWe also use this transaction in Medicare Part B Claims to check for patient eligibility on the Medicare file



Issues 

 Would question whether 270/271 can 
handle pharmacy claim volume on a 
real-time basis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Would question whether 270/271 can handle pharmacy claim volume on a real-time basis. Our experience with the 270/271 with Part B claims has not been a smooth one. Part B is very low volume (less than 1% of all pharmacy claims are Part B) CMS continues to struggle with down time during times of higher volume claims (flu season).  Response time is usually less than 15 seconds, which is not as fast as our normal pharmacy transactions. We would need a real-time transaction  (1 to 2 seconds) for pharmacy that could handle more volume before we would ever consider using the 270/271 for more than Part B. 



Claim Status… Current Use

 Telecommunication Standard
 Status of Claim returned real-time in 

response to provider
 Only use in 837 which is rarely

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCPDP transactions don’t use a claim status transaction - Telecommunication StandardStatus of Claim returned real-time in response to a pharmacies claimOnly possible use is in 837 which is rarely used in pharmacy - Medicare Part B claims and occasionally for DME However, while we do use the 837 on occasion, we rarely use the claim status transaction.



Claim Status…Issues

 Claim Status does not apply to 
NCPDP Standards

 Should only apply to X-12 standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Therefore any operating rules for claim Status should not apply to NCPDP Standards only to X-12 standards



Processing 
Recommendations
 Consolidation of standards could lead to administrative 

burden for pharmacy 
 Pharmacy  is unique 
 Consult industry when adopting standards used by 

others 
• Adopt NCPDP 835 guidance
• Adopt NCPDP IMP guide for Machine Readable ID 

Card
• Expand use of E1 to commercial plans for HC Reform

 Payer sheets are essential for pharmacy to continue 
doing business

 NCPDP is working with CORE on Operating Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consolidation of standards could lead to administrative burden for pharmacy – for example, if we were required to adopt the 270/271 which would be a separate transaction instead of the NCPDP standard which is currently part of the Telecomm standard or the E1 standard, it could place significant workload on our pharmacies plus increase costs due to the additional transaction fees.Pharmacy  is unique since it is an on-line environment and should not be treated the same as the rest of the industry. We have been conducting business on-line real-time for 15 years and ask that you take this into consideration when adopting new rules/standards.It is essential that you Consult industry when adopting standards used by others since they may have an industry specific guidance like the NCPDP 835 guidance. I  Point this out here because the 835 is unique in that pharmacy uses very few fields of the 835 and has written our own implementation guide for pharmacy. It would be disastrous for pharmacy if we were required to comply with the X-12 835 companion guide since we could not begin to map the majority of fields in that guide to the NCPDP standard.The same is true as you consider rules for the machine readable ID card It would be advisable to follow NCPDP or WEDI IMP GuidePharmacy Still needs Human Readable ID card – we don’t currently use the scanning technology  It would help to mandate a standard card format that would more than anything. NCPDP has tried and been successful in several states but not in all 50.Walgreens would welcome the expansion of the NCPDP E1 transaction to commercial plans to facilitate the lookup for all health care recipients under heath care reform since all patients should have coverage at that time. This would better enable pharmacists to serve this new population that may not be used to carrying an ID card.Also, Payer sheets are essential for pharmacy to continue doing business and should not be eliminated. While other segments of the business may look to eliminate payer sheets, pharmacy needs payers sheets to individualize the way we bill plans. It allows us to differentiate one plan from another. This way we can bill a payer as primary and secondary or plan design. We have gone to great lengths at NCPDP to make templates for payers sheets that pharmacies and payers can all agree upon.And then as far as operating rules go, it is important that NCPDP continues to work with CORE on the Operating Rules to ensure that the NCPDP standards are included in the CORE operating rules.



Recommendations…for 
Operating Rules
 Development and approval of 

“operating rules” must be part of the 
standards development process 

 Should be brought forward and 
developed during early phases of the 
standards development process

 Need to accelerate and organize the 
regulatory process for adoption of 
standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The development of operating rules goes hand in hand with the business rules already established in the NCPDP standards. The creation of a separate organization, separate development or separate timeframes will negatively impact the pharmacy industry. The NCPDP standards contain many business and operational rules and guidance for consistent use in the industry.Operating Rules should be brought forward and developed during early phases of the standards development process to ensure compatibility with the standard and associated implementation guides and provide timeliness of industry participation and business requirement inputs.The adoption of standards could be done more effectively by accelerating and better organizing the regulatory process. In this latest round of HIPAA, it has been proven that the industry could request version modifications with the rules being published much more timely than in the past.



Recommendations…for 
Operating Rules - Transmission

 Pharmacy claims have been 
transmitting  on-line using NCPDP 
standards effectively for over 15 years

 Pharmacy should be protected under 
“Safe Harbor”

 Should be exempt from this 
requirement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transmission rules under Operating Rules….Pharmacy has been transmitting claims  on-line real-time using NCPDP standards effectively for over 15 yearsTherefore, Pharmacy should be protected under the  “Safe Harbor” act and Should be exempt from this requirement



Recommendations… for 
Situational Rules
 NCPDP Version D.0 has vastly improved 

the implementation guide by:
 Well defined business cases throughout the 

1200 page document
 Data elements and fields within each 

segment have situations defined
 It is impossible to make all fields dependant 

upon a set of values from another field
 Well laid out payer sheet Template 
 Version D Editorial Guide is available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NCPDP Version D.0 has vastly improved the implementation guide by:Using Well defined business cases throughout the entire 1200 page documentReviewing Data elements and fields within each segment have situations definedIt is impossible to make all fields dependant upon a set of values from another fieldWell laid out payer sheet Template Version D Editorial Guide is available – updated regularly with FAQ



Thank You!

Michele V. Davidson, R.Ph
Manager, Pharmacy Technical Standards, 

Policy & Development
Walgreen Company
Michele.Davidson@walgreens.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you 
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